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Sokkia B40A Automatic is an optical instrument used in surveying andSokkia B40A Automatic is an optical instrument used in surveying and
building to transfer, measure, or set horizontal levels. This Auto Levelbuilding to transfer, measure, or set horizontal levels. This Auto Level
is especially known for its rapid, stable, and durable compensator andis especially known for its rapid, stable, and durable compensator and
also provide All-weather dependability - with the IPX6 rating.also provide All-weather dependability - with the IPX6 rating.
The B40A Level also provides quick setup, easy sighting, and superiorThe B40A Level also provides quick setup, easy sighting, and superior
durability against vibration and shock, ensuring the increaseddurability against vibration and shock, ensuring the increased
productivity over a longer period of time.productivity over a longer period of time.

Features of Sokkia B40A Automatic Level:Features of Sokkia B40A Automatic Level:

Rapid, Stable, and Durable CompensatorRapid, Stable, and Durable Compensator
The compensator of B40A incorporates four suspension wiresThe compensator of B40A incorporates four suspension wires
made of super-high-tensile metal that features minimal thermalmade of super-high-tensile metal that features minimal thermal
expansion coefficient, providing unmatched durability andexpansion coefficient, providing unmatched durability and
accuracy. A finely tuned magnetic damping system quicklyaccuracy. A finely tuned magnetic damping system quickly
levels and stabilizes the line of sight despite the fine vibrationslevels and stabilizes the line of sight despite the fine vibrations
present when working near heavy equipment or busypresent when working near heavy equipment or busy
roadways.roadways.

  

Ultra-Short Minimum FocusUltra-Short Minimum Focus
B40A can focus on objects at 20cm (7.9 in.) in front of theB40A can focus on objects at 20cm (7.9 in.) in front of the
telescope. This feature dramatically facilitates the works intelescope. This feature dramatically facilitates the works in
confined spaces.confined spaces.
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Horizontal Circle for Angle MeasurementHorizontal Circle for Angle Measurement
Horizontal angles can be directly read in 1° or 1gon units. TheHorizontal angles can be directly read in 1° or 1gon units. The
free rotation feature allows you to read any angle from zero.free rotation feature allows you to read any angle from zero.

  

All-Weather DependabilityAll-Weather Dependability
With the IPX6 rating, the instrument is protected againstWith the IPX6 rating, the instrument is protected against
powerful water jets from all directions, meaning B40Apowerful water jets from all directions, meaning B40A
withstands a sudden shower or torrential rainfall.withstands a sudden shower or torrential rainfall.
The advanced protection design also deters clouding orThe advanced protection design also deters clouding or
condensation inside the telescope.condensation inside the telescope.

  

SOKKIA QUALITYSOKKIA QUALITY
The B40A also has the highest environmental performance andThe B40A also has the highest environmental performance and
durability in SOKKIA’s Auto Level history, proven by testsdurability in SOKKIA’s Auto Level history, proven by tests
against temperature, humidity, vibration, and drop.against temperature, humidity, vibration, and drop.

  

Water Proof Test (IPX6)Water Proof Test (IPX6)
The B40A is proven to withstand powerful water jets from allThe B40A is proven to withstand powerful water jets from all
directions without any submergence inside the unit.directions without any submergence inside the unit.

  

Cold and Heat Resistance TestCold and Heat Resistance Test
The B40A has passed operating temperature tests from – 20 ºCThe B40A has passed operating temperature tests from – 20 ºC
to + 50 ºC degree.to + 50 ºC degree.

  

Durability TestDurability Test
The B40A has passed strict durability tests including rotation ofThe B40A has passed strict durability tests including rotation of
leveling foot screw, Focusing knob, and Horizontal fine motorleveling foot screw, Focusing knob, and Horizontal fine motor
screw.screw.
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SUPPLIERSUPPLIER

Bhasin Trading CorporationBhasin Trading Corporation

AddressAddress D-3 Industrial EstateD-3 Industrial Estate
Roorkee 247667Roorkee 247667
Uttarakhand, IndiaUttarakhand, India

Contact PersonContact Person Rohit KumarRohit Kumar
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail bhasintradingcorporation@gmail.cobhasintradingcorporation@gmail.co

mm

Bhasin Trading Corporation (Established in 1964) is India’s biggestBhasin Trading Corporation (Established in 1964) is India’s biggest
Distributor of Sokkia Auto Level and largest manufacturer ofDistributor of Sokkia Auto Level and largest manufacturer of
Accessories for Surveying Instruments like Tripod stand, Bipod stand,Accessories for Surveying Instruments like Tripod stand, Bipod stand,
Leveling Staff, poles, and more.Leveling Staff, poles, and more.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/bhasin-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/bhasin-
trading-corporation-10348trading-corporation-10348
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